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QuickQuotes
President Fights a Classic Example of Fake News

GageSkidmore
(Photo credit: GageSkidmore)
“It’s very clear that there are people in your profession that write fake news. You do.”

At a coronavirus briefing, President Donald Trump responded to an insulting question posed by CBS
News reporter Paula Reid. She asked the president if he wanted to reopen the economy by Easter solely
to help his chances for reelection “even if it means letting people die.” The president displayed a high
degree of calmness in his response to such an enormous slur.

Princeton Professor and MSNBC Commentator Hopes
COVID-19 Will Be “Donald Trump’s [Hurricane] Katrina”
“I should mention this with a little trepidation but this may be Donald Trump’s Katrina.” 

Princeton professor Eddie Glaude, a virulent anti-Trumper on MSNBC, joins a chorus of media voices
rejoicing in the coronavirus as President Trump’s “Katrina” or “Chernobyl.”

Yes to Hospital Ships; No to Cruise Ships
“The Navy hospital ships were purposefully altered to be floating hospitals. Carnival cruise ships are
built for a very different purpose. I suspect a bit of gimmick here in using them for this purpose in order
to justify providing economic relief to the cruise ship industry.”

A national security consultant and managing director of the Ferry-Bridge Group, Bryan McGrath
readily supports the plan to have Navy hospital ships help in treating coronavirus patients. But he sees
no similar benefit in trying to make ships built for pleasure cruises accomplish the same goal.

Bill Gates Calls for a Nationwide Shutdown, Citing Communist
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China as the Model to Follow

Bill Gates
(Photo credit: Kuhlmann/MSC)
“Cases will be exponentially growing anywhere you don’t have a serious shutdown…. The sooner you
engage in the shutdown the easier it is to get to the peak. We have not peaked. The parts of the country
that are in shutdown, by late April we will start to see the numbers peak.”

Bill Gates avidly supports coercive government and population control.

Researchers Suggest Using Blood From Recovered Patients to
Fight the Disease
“Four to six weeks after infection, the blood of survivors should be full of antibodies that will neutralize
the virus and that will theoretically limit the infection.”

A virologist at the University of Texas Medical Branch, Vineet Menachery is far from alone in
suggesting such a way of possibly combating the coronavirus disease. 

PBS Reporter Admits She and Fellow Reporters See
Themselves as Opponents of President Trump 
“We know now that covering President Trump sometimes is like a team sport. We have to have each
other’s back in the press corps.” 

PBS reporter Yamiche Alcindor confirmed the media-vs.-Trump reality during an interview with
MSNBC’s Ali Velshi in which she thanks CNN’s Jeremy Diamond for helping her double-team President
Trump at a White House coronavirus presser. 

Doctor Says He Has Treated Hundreds of COVID-19 Patients
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With a 100-percent Success Rate

Vladimir Zelenko
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“I read studies in the Far East that found hydroxychloroquine effective in fighting the virus and studies
in France that found that this drug combined with azithromycin work in combating the virus. I decided
to combine these two with zinc sulfate and so far, I have treated hundreds of patients and did not have
to send a single patient to the hospital.”

Dr. Vladimir “Zev” Zelenko, a board-certified family practitioner in New York, explained his
COVID-19 protocols in a March 25 interview with ChabadInfo.com reporter Sholem Traurig.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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